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l�s to its possessor. There are persons whose keen A workman lJlade a hollow mill for turning fixed 
observation detects readily the need of improve- studs on a casting. The hole in the mill was three
ment in some crude device, or whose capacity suggests quarters of an inch diameter and two and a quarter 
some new thing or better method, but who are unable inches deep. The mlll was made from a round bar, 
to devise the one or to give form to the other. Lack two and a quarter inches diameter, as the radial teeth 
of persistence, cowardice in the face of discouragement, on the end were to face up a bearing more than two 
want of mechanical experience, ignorance of natural inches diameter at the bottom of the stud as well as to 
laws, one or all combine to bar the road to success. If turn the stud. All around the hole there was three
the time and talent misspent on attempts to achieve quarters of an inch of solid metal. The piece was 
perpetual motion had been directed to some possible heated over an open charcoal fire, and dipped perpen
improvement, the advance in mechanical art would be dicularly in the bath to a depth of about three-quar
greater than it is. There are mechanics who ridicule tel's of an inch, the remaining heated portion being re-
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the idea of discovering the means of perpetual motion, lied upon to draw the hardened end. But the tool 

One copy.one year.postage inclnded ........... ........................ $320 who are not ashamed to employ their time and skill on cracked more than half way around. A second mill 
One copy. six months, postage included ................................. 1 60 an absurdity fully as ridiculous. There is a bright me- shared a similar but worse fate, for on withdrawing 
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chanic, somewhat of an inventor in a small way, living it from the bath a broken portion was left behind, the 
iu an Eastern city, who has been for several months mill having cracked entirely around. A pinhole was 
trying to produce a road vehicle that shall run by drilled in a third tool near the bottow of the hole and 
weight, or by two weights, depending on the motion of the hardening was successful, the mirtute hole being a 
the vehicle itself to wind up the weights as they run vent. 
down. Sometimes a piece of cast steel is so massive that 

His idea is that the motion of the vehicle on the road while it may be heated clear through-the heating be
is a gradual accumulation of power-a reservoir of ing a gradual process-the hardening, being sudden 
force, like the flywheel of an engine-and that this cooling. chills the od\side while the inside is still at a 
force may be utilized to give out power sufficient to re- ,considerable degree of heat. In such cases, a fracture 
wind the weights as often as they run down. His may be expected, caused by the expansive force of the 
model, which is a very workmanlike toy, runs over a interior heat on the chilled and brittle merior shell. 
smooth floor with great velocity, and the momentum Such an instance was afforded by the breaking of a 
of its speed does suffice partially to wind up the operat- solid steel tap, three and a half inches diameter, in 
ing weight, and thus gives it another (somewhat feeble) hardening. The tap was cut to a pitch of eight to the 
start from a' condition of almost rest. The mechanic inch, and finished. A piece from the lower end, two 
hopes to give greater force to the winding-up arrange- inches long, broke square off in the bath. The appear
ment, and make his self-propelled vehicle successful ance of the fracture indicated that absolute hardening 
over city streets and good roads. had extended slightly beyond the bottom of the teeth, 

His belief iIi the power of mechanical devices to de- the interior portion being apparently unchilled. The 
velop more power than is imparted is not an uncom- remedy in this and in similar cases is to drill a hole 
mon one; the expectation of gett.ing more than is given from end to end through the center of the piece. 
is a common hallucination-it is .the universal desire. .4 • I • 
But mechanical contrivances can only divert and direct Electric House Li::;btlng by Primary Batteries. 
power; they cannot create it. Numerous attempts have'been made to obtain a suc-

Some would-be inventors go ahead with their work, cessfnl incandeRcent electric light by means of second
and make their calculations with no regard to the ary storage batteries, charged from dynamos, but, ow
element of friction; but with the most favorable appli- ing to the small amount of electricity obtained in com
ances this hinderance to motion cannot be eliminated. parison with the power reqnired, these batteries have 
The writer has seen a top, 'Yhich was a metallic ring so far, we believe, not been proved to be a commercial 

(Illustrated ar ticles are marked with an asterisk.) with a thin'web conn�cting the pintle and point, run, success. 
Ants. how the New Mexicans Harvester. cotton, the United after being speeded, thirteen minutes on a plate of One of the latest improvements '�his direction has 
Belreaf;l�:esi,:aii;.of."ciosing.:·:::.l� Ho��:i�sWhoiD:Jion;j':is"d;;e:::: lit! 

I 
glass. In this case, friction was reduced to a mini- 'been the production of a primary battery, named the 
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The success of the inventor is more nearly assured action. We recently attended a private exhibition of 
when he is a practical workman, able to make a draw- a complete system of house lighting by the use of this 
ing, to construct a model, or, at least, to make a battery, as introduced into the residence of Mr. Henry 
sketch and whittle out his idea; for verbal explana- V. Parsell, of this city, and were agreeably surprised to 
tions to the professional model maker are not always notice the power of the battery in sustaining with 
clear. It is true, however, that some very valuable beautiful brilliancy several incandescent lamps, and 
inventions have been conceived by men who were the facility with which they could be lighted. 
not practical mechanics, but how much of the suc- In a room adjoining Mr. Parsell's laboratory, to
cess was due.to the intelligent skill of the model gether with a fine large screw-cutting geared lathe and Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers. 

PAGE maker and' the manufacturer of the invention is not other highly polished steel tools, were located on shelves 
I. ENGINEERING. ETC.-Prlnce's Bridge. Melbourne; Vlctoria.- stated in the letters patent. twenty-eight cells of battery. None of the tools were 

w.:�:��:�n:����·�fL���;i��c���':;'t���d�;W�t.;;.::":2��;��::; .. 4. • .. corroded or in the least damaged by reason of fumes 
Slbley CollegeLectures.-Principles and Methods of Balancing HARDENING CAST' STEEL. emanating from the battery. 
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It is no uncommon event to have a nicely finished In addition to its use as a lighting battery, it was fi��:S·U��· '�f' i���' i�·.��ti�-,;:,:,:c���·i�· 'f�;ii�t�hki��'��: 8488 tool or other article spoiled in the hardening. This is the shown that it could be employed as a motive power for 

cupola for coast defense. etc.-<I filWres...... ................. .. .. 84!lO more vexatious because the cause of the disaster fre- driving the large lathe, by means of a small Cleveland 
A Description of the Charlottesville Water Works. Va.-By E. D. 

BOLToN.-Several flgnres ................. ........... .................. MOO quently cannot be discovered. Defective steel can usual- electric motor, developing a force equivalent to one-
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II. TECIINOLOGY.-Malt Maklng.-HyH. STOPEs.-Orlgln and pro- exacting test of fire and cold water. A piece of greatly in rapidly boring, with large sized drills, through 
. goress of the industry.-The malt tax.-The material used in malt-

ingrT� processes of manufacture.-The crude and. finished pro- varying dimensions will sometimes fly when it touches blocks of the hardest wood. two inches thick. 
ducts .......................................................... ........ .... &194 the bath, even if' the heating has been even and Many novel uses of the lamps were shown; half a 

Shoring.-The various kinds of shoring and uses of the same ...... &198 t . d . dl l"ghts placed in a cabinet of minerals 
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be provided with vents. A die block containing a die- purposes, was shown, and also the perfect adaptability 
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